
INTERNSHIP IN SHANGHAI, AUTUMN 2020

Get unique experience in the field of international communication and event 
organization, and work in an innovative Sino-Nordic academic environment at 
one of China's best universities.

Nordic Centre at Fudan University in Shanghai, China, is ofering an internship running from September to
December 2020. The positon is open to students from the Nordic Centre´s member universites, and
students from all academic felds are eligible to apply.

Nordic Centre is a network of 27 Nordic universites and one research insttuton, NIAS, which all have close
collaboraton with Fudan University in Shanghai. The Nordic Centre promotes and supports research and
educatonal cooperaton between its member universites and Chinese partners, and also promotes Nordic
culture in Shanghai. Besides the ofce in Shanghai, Nordic Centre has a secretariat at University of Bergen,
Norway. For more informaton about Nordic Centre (and to see if your university is a member), please visit
nordiccentre.net, or fnd us on Facebook under Nordic Centre, Fudan University.

Our core team consists of a full-tme Nordic Programme Manager, two full-tme Chinese Programme
Ofcers, a Demola course facilitator, and at tmes a couple of student assistants. The intern will be part of
this internatonal team, and report to the Programme Manager.

The responsibilites of the intern are:
To organize social and cultural events, and help organize academic workshops 'and courses
To contribute to newsleters
To write and update informaton on our website and social media
To assist in communicaton eforts, both with member universites and external stakeholders like 
the business community in Shanghai
To assist the team in a variety of other dutes

We expect you to speak and write English at a high level, as most communicaton will be in English.
Knowledge of Chinese language and experience with Chinese relatons would be an advantage, but is not
required. It is important that the intern has an outgoing personality, likes to work independently on tasks,
and feels comfortable communicatng with many diferent types of people. You do not have to be a
natonal citzen of a Nordic country to apply, but must be enrolled at a Nordic member university for the
duraton of the internship.

The working hours are about 35 hours a week. The internship is unpaid, but we ofer a free Chinese
language course at Fudan, another Fudan course of the student's choice, and free accommodaton on
campus. Note that many students will be eligible for funding from their government if they are enrolled in
a programme that allows credit transfers for this kind of internship.

The deadline for applying is Sunday, April 5 before midnight (your own local tme zone). Please send 
your one-page applicaton leter, one-page CV, and other relevant documents to 
applicatons@nordiccentre.net   as PDFs. Interviews will be conducted via Skype or phone right afer the 
Easter Holiday.
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